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High performance CMOS: High performance CMOS: 
gategate--stack engineering stack engineering 

LECTURE 22

• the effect of Cox on leakage and ON currents

• high-k dielectrics

• tunneling through the oxide

• the importance of electron affinity

• metal gates
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The CThe Coxox dilemma: 1dilemma: 1Chap. 13

ON current:

Break this down into charge and velocity.

A high Cox is needed to get more charge in the channel.

OFF Current:

A high Cox is needed to get a steeper inverse sub-threshold slope
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Relation between m and CRelation between m and Cbb(0)(0)
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The CThe Coxox dilemma: 2dilemma: 2Chap. 13

Leakage  current:
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There’s a limit to how far tox can be reduced before 
channel-gate leakage occurs
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High-k dielectrics

• High COX needed for ID and S
• High tOX needed to reduce gate leakage
• Resolve conflict by increasing εox
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Tunneling through the oxideTunneling through the oxideSec. 5.7.2
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Simplify the U profile →

Solve SWE in each region:
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Solutions for Solutions for ψψ ψψ**Sec. 5.7.2

What is ψψ ψψ* ?* ?

Why is it :

-oscillatory in the channel ?

- damped in the oxide ?

- constant in the gate ?

Physically what is the “C-wave" ?

y (m)
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Emphasizing the reduction in Emphasizing the reduction in ψψ ψψ**Sec. 5.7.2

5.9 5.8
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Probability Density CurrentProbability Density CurrentSec. 5.7.1

What does the flow of 
P mean ?

Do you recognize this as 
a Continuity Equation ?
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Transmission Probability: DefinitionTransmission Probability: DefinitionSec. 5.7.2

3. Define the Transmission 
Probability:1. For the channel:

2. Do the derivatives and the 
conjugates:

What is the 
interpretation of this ?

What do these mean ?
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Transmission Probability: EvaluationTransmission Probability: EvaluationSec. 5.7.2

Solve for F and A:

Identify the symbols with features 
on the band diagram. For 
example:
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What is important  
besides tox ?
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Sec. 13.1.6 Silica vs. Silica vs. HafniaHafnia: properties: properties
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The importance of electron affinityThe importance of electron affinitySec. 13.1.6

Is it possible to reduce Ileak and improve ION ?
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Sec. 13.1.5 The new gate stackThe new gate stack

Guess what Intel is doing
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Threshold voltageThreshold voltage

What if NA were greatly reduced?

• If VT controlled by metal, perhaps can use undoped Si substrate.
• This would remove the problem of dopant fluctuations.
• But what about self-alignment?
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Another reason for metal gatesAnother reason for metal gatesSec. 13.1.6

The finite conductivity of the 
poly-gate results in band 
bending in the gate.

How does this affect VT ?


	High-k dielectrics

